
Hawaiians and Adjective Clauses – with Ikaia Chu 
 
If you ever listen to a mānaleo, or native speaker, you will hear many adjective clauses used in 
many different ways. Adjective clauses are a vital part of the Hawaiian language and help to 
convey many different ideas.  
 
In Hawaiian, adjective clauses are broken into two seperate structures: the KPPO (Kāhulu 
Pepeke Piko ʻOle) and the KPP (Kāhulu Pepeke Piko).  
    
The KPPO is used when the verb of the adjective clause is done by the kiʻa alakaʻi, or the noun 
the adjective clause is tagged on to. You’d use a KPPO for a sentence like 
 

I played with the dogs that sat in the class. 
 
In this sentence, the dogs (the kiʻa alakaʻi) are the same ones doing the sitting. On the other 
hand, you’d use a KPP for a sentence where the verb of the adjective clause is done by a new 
noun (piko hou) other than the kiʻa alakaʻi. You’d use a KPP for a sentence like  
 

I played with the dogs Slagel brought. 
 
In this sentence, the dogs (kiʻa alakaʻi) didn’t bring anything. Slagel, the piko hou, brought the 
dogs.  
 
KPPO: kiʻa alakaʻi  +  poke painu (see below for tenses) 
   Past:    i + verb 
   Present:   e + verb + nei 
   Future:   e + verb + ana 
   Past Progressive:  e + verb + ana 
   No Tense:   e + verb 
 
KPP:    kiʻa alakaʻi  +  k-less piko hou  +  poke painu (see below for tenses) 
   I: aʻu          Past:    i + verb + ai 
   You: āu         Present:    e + verb + nei 
   He/She: āna         Future:    e + verb + ana 
   Noun: a noun         Past Progressive:  e + verb + ana 
             No Tense:   e + verb + ai 
 
So using a KPPO, I’d write the sentence, “I played with the dogs that sat in the class” as  

 
Pāʻani au me nā ʻīlio i noho ma ka papa. 

 
And using a KPP, I’d write the sentence, “I played with the dogs Slagel brought” as  
 

Pāʻani au me nā ʻīlio a Slagel i lawe mai ai. 


